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 1.    Introduction 
 
  An analyst who is developing an evaluation of alternatives in a decision model must 
judge whether to model the consequences of the alternatives as outcomes that occur at 
discrete times or as outcomes that occur over continuous time. Outcomes occurring at 
discrete times are modeled as sequences defined on a finite or countable set of times and 
outcomes occurring over continuous time are modeled as functions defined on an interval 
of time, to be called a planning period. The judgment as to which type of model to use 
depends on the nature of the data, the nature of the consequences, and the proclivities of 
the analyst. Each type seems more appropriate under some circumstances. 
  This paper is concerned with outcomes that occur over continuous time, to be called 
outcome-streams. Thus, an outcome-stream is a function defined on an interval of time 
whose values are outcomes. At each instant of time, an outcome-stream is an amount or a 
rate—or more generally a vector of amounts and rates. For example, an outcome-stream 
at an instant of time might be: the rate of usage of a natural resource, one or more rates         
of monetary costs and benefits, a vector of indices that describe levels of environmental 
quality, or a double-subscripted vector of health characteristics that describe the health of 
the individuals in a population. 
  This paper develops models of preferences between outcome-streams. First, we 
develop models for a planning period with a finite horizon, and then we develop models 
for a planning period with an infinite horizon. Each model contains: outcome-streams 
that are real- or vector-valued functions defined on the planning period, and a preference 
relation defined on pairs of outcome-streams. We define conditions on the preference 
relation, and we show that it satisfies the conditions if and only if it is represented by an 
integral of a discounting function times a scale defined on outcomes at instants of time. 
This ‘outcome scale’ is ordinal but is cardinally unique. The integral will be called an 
integral value function, and the model will be called an integral-value model. 
  An outcome scale represents preferences between outcomes at a common instant of 
time, and a discounting function represents tradeoffs between amounts of the outcome   2
scale at different instants. For a more detailed interpretation of these functions, see the 
working paper, Harvey and Østerdal (2005), on which this paper is based. 
  The integral-value models are developed by successively extending the family of 
outcome-streams on which the preference relation is defined. First, we develop a model 
for outcome-streams that are step functions defined on a bounded time interval. Here, a 
value of the integral value function reduces to a sum of discount weights times outcome 
scale amounts. The number of terms in a sum will depend on the outcome-stream. 
  Second, we develop a model by extending the family of step outcome-streams to a 
family of outcome-streams defined on the bounded interval that are component-wise 
Riemann integrable. The value function in this model is an integral as described above. 
  Third, we develop a model for a family of outcome-streams defined on the interval 
from zero to infinity. Here, the outcome-streams equal a specified ‘null outcome’ after 
some time and are component-wise Riemann integrable on the bounded interval from 
zero to that time. The time will vary from one outcome-stream to another. 
  Fourth, we develop a model for a family of outcome-streams that are defined on the 
unbounded interval that are Riemann integrable on each bounded subinterval. The family 
is defined in terms of the preference relation. Roughly speaking, an outcome-stream is in 
the family provided that it is arbitrarily unimportant in the sufficiently distant future. 
  A detailed discussion is needed to compare these models with previous models on 
preferences between outcomes at discrete times (e.g., Koopmans, 1960, 1972, Diamond, 
1965, and Harvey, 1986, 1995) and on preferences between outcomes over continuous 
time (e.g., Grodal and Mertens, 1968, and Weibull, 1985). Hence, we defer a discussion 
to the end of the paper. Here, we discuss three features that distinguish the models in this 
paper from those in previous research. 
 
  (1)  In the fourth model mentioned above, the family of comparable outcome-streams is 
defined in terms of the preference relation. Such a dependence allows instances of the 
model to have discounting functions with various behaviours at infinity. Previous models 
specify the family of outcome-streams that are comparable, and thus place restrictions on   3
the discounting function. This is so since the integral value function in such a model must 
have a finite value for each outcome-stream in the specified family. 
  Each of the models here allows nonconstant discounting, i.e., the discounting function 
can be neither constant nor exponential. It has been argued that only constant discounting 
should be used in a prescriptive or normative analysis; such arguments are based on the 
principles of ‘temporal consistency’ and ‘economic efficiency.’ But Harvey (1994), 
Ahlbrecht and Weber (1995), and Bleichrodt and Gafni (1996) argue to the contrary that 
nonconstant discounting can be reasonable for such a purpose. All three papers discuss 
the principle of temporal consistency; Harvey also discusses that of economic efficiency. 
  In particular, the models here allow a discounting function in which the discount rate 
tends to zero as time tends to infinity. Such a ‘slow-discounting function’ (Harvey, 1995) 
is greater than a negative-exponential function in the sufficiently distant future and thus 
assigns more importance to outcomes that occur then. A slow discounting function can 
provide insight in a policy study, e.g., a study on natural resources or on environmental 
quality, in which it is essential to consider the importance of outcomes in the distant 
future. An analyst can use a slow-discounting function and compare an evaluation based 
on it with an evaluation based on a negative-exponential discounting function. 
 
  (2)  The models here allow vector-valued outcomes. Indeed, they allow certain cases in 
which some of the variables that define the outcomes are categorical variables rather than 
continuous variables. In the next section, we discuss this use of categorical variables. 
  If a utility scale has been previously specified, then one can introduce conditions on 
preferences between the induced utility-streams that imply an integral value function. 
However, the conditions cannot be interpreted unless the utility scale can be interpreted. 
In contrast to this approach, we do not assume that a utility scale has been previously 
specified, and we define conditions on preferences between the original outcome-streams. 
 
  (3)  The outcome-streams here are (component-wise) Riemann integrable functions on 
bounded intervals of time. Riemann integrable functions are more elementary than the 
Lebesgue integrable functions in previous models. Thus, we can deduce integral value   4
functions by using elementary real analysis—while previous models deduce integral 
value functions by using existence results from measure theory and functional analysis. 
  Families of Riemann integrable functions are sufficiently large to include both step 
functions and continuous functions. Hence, one could verify conditions on preferences 
between hypothetical step outcome-streams that imply parametric families of discounting 
functions and outcome scales (see, Harvey 1998a,b). Then, one could use the resulting 
integral value function to compare the actual, continuous outcome-streams in a study. 
 
  The results in this paper are ‘if and only if’ results; they establish that a preference 
relation satisfies the conditions in a model if and only if it is represented by a function 
having the properties in the model. In this sense, we do not assume extra ‘technical 
conditions’ such as solvability or differentiability. Proofs are provided in the Appendix. 
 
  2.  Components of the models 
 
  This section defines the components of the integral-value models presented in this 
paper. It therefore delineates the type of models that are included. 
 
Outcomes and outcome-streams.  Suppose that  1 N ≥  real variables  j x ,  1, , j N =… , 
have been defined on sets  j X . Each variable  j x  will be called a component variable, and 
each set  j X  will be called a component set. A vector  1 (,, ) N x xx = …  in the product set 
1 N X XX =× … ×  will be called an outcome, and the set  X  will be called an outcome set. 
  We assume that each component set  j X  is either an interval or a finite set of numbers. 
In the first case,  j x will be called a continuous variable, and in the second case  j x  will 
be called a categorical variable. 
 A  planning period will be a bounded interval  [0, ] PT = , 0 T < <∞, or the unbounded 
interval  [0, ) P =∞ . The upper endpoint, T  or ∞, will be called the planning horizon. 
 An  outcome-stream will be a real- or vector-valued function  1 (,, ) N = … xx x whose 
domain is a planning period P  and whose values are in an outcome set  X . Each real-
valued function  1,, N … xx  in an outcome-stream x will be called a component-stream.   5
  For outcome-streams and component-streams but not for other types of functions, we 
use bold type to distinguish between a function and its values. Thus,  () x t = x  will denote 
the real- or vector value of an outcome-stream x at a time t, and  () j j x t = x  will denote 
the value of a component-stream  j x at a time t. 
 
Step outcome-streams.  As a slightly imprecise notation, ‹,› ab  will denote any interval 
that has the finite or infinite endpoints a, b. Thus, either a or b may or may not be in the 
interval. A partition  p  of a planning period  [0, ] PT =  will be a set of intervals,  01 ‹,› aa, 
… ,  1 ‹, › mm aa − , where  01 0 m aa aT =≤≤≤ = …  and the intervals are pairwise disjoint 
with the union [0, ] T . 
  A step outcome-stream based on a partition  p  will be an outcome-stream of the 
form,  () () tx i = x  for t in  1 ‹, › ii aa − ,  1, , im = … . Thus, an outcome-stream 
1 (,, ) N =… xx x is a step outcome-stream if and only if each component-stream  j x in x is 
a step function with values in the component set  j X . The set of step outcome-streams 
based on a partition  p  will be denoted by  p S , and the union of the sets  p S  will be 
denoted by  T S . 
  Outcome-streams of any type will be denoted by letters near the end of the alphabet, 
e.g.,  , x y, etc., and outcome-streams that are constant will be denoted by letters near the 
beginning of the alphabet, e.g.,  , ab , etc. An outcome-stream a  is to have the value a 
for any time t, and so forth. For outcome-streams  , x y and a time interval ‹,› αβ, 
‹,› (, ) αβ xy  will denote the outcome-stream such that  ‹,› (, ) ( ) ( ) tt αβ = xyx  for t in ‹ , › αβ 
and  ‹,› (, ) ( ) ( ) tt αβ = xyy  otherwise. And for outcome-streams  ,, x y z and two disjoint 
time intervals ‹,› αβ and ‹,› ′′ αβ,  ‹,› ‹ ,› (, , ) ′′ αβ α β xy z  will have a similar meaning. 
  The distance between two outcomes  , x y is defined as their Euclidean distance 
|| xy −= 21 / 2
1 [( ) ] N
jj j xy = ∑ − . The distance between two outcome-streams  , x y in a  
set  p S  is defined as the integral,  (,) ∆ = x y 1 1() | ( ) ( ) | ii
m
i aa x iy i − = ∑ −− , of |( ) ( ) | tt − xy . 
And the distance between two component-streams  , j j xy  in  , xy  is defined as the 
integral, | | jj ∫ −= xy 1 1() | ( ) ( ) | ii j j
m
i aa x iy i − = ∑ −− , of  | ( ) ( )| jj tt − xy . The integral 
distances are the same for any set  p S  that contains the step outcome-streams  , x y, and 
we have the inequalities:  1 || ( , ) || N
kk jj j= ∑ ∫∫ −≤ ∆ ≤ − xy x y xy  for  1, , kN =… .   6
 
Preferences and their measurement.  By the term preferences, we mean either hedonic 
comparisons, i.e., comparisons of what a person or group experiences, or the preferences, 
either descriptive or prescriptive, of a person or group. 
 For  two  outcome-streams  x, y in a set C, the statement that x is at least as preferred as 
y will be denoted by xy \ . Other types of relations will be defined in terms of xy \  in 
the usual manner; e.g., x y ∼  will mean that x y \  and y x \ , and xy    will mean that 
x y \  and not y x \ . A set of statements, x y \  with x, y in C, will be denoted by \. 
With this interpretation, \ will be called a preference relation on the set C. 
  For two outcomes x, y in an outcome set X, the statement that x is at least as preferred 
as y will be denoted by x  X \ y, and  X \  will denote a set of such statements. 
  A function  () V x  defined on a set C of outcome-streams will be called a value function 
for a preference relation \ on C provided that  () () VV ≥ x y  if and only if x y \  for any 
x, y in C. A similar definition applies for a function  () vx defined on an outcome set X. 
For purposes of distinction, such a function  () vx will be called an outcome scale. 
  The present paper defines conditions on a preference relation \ for a variety of sets 
C and shows that \ satisfies the conditions if and only if there exist functions  () at and 
() vx  such that the following integral is a value function for \: 
 
  () ( )(( ) ) P Va t v t d t ∫ = xx .  
 
A function of this form will be called an integral value function, and a model of this type 
will be called an integral-value model. In each model, the function  ( ) at is a discounting 
function, and the function  () vx is an outcome scale. 
 
Coherence between \ and \X .  How should a preference relation on outcome-streams 
be related to a preference relation on outcomes?  One method is to define the preference 
relations and then introduce assumptions that connect them. A second method is to derive 
preferences between outcomes from preferences between outcome-streams. We will use 
the second method. In our opinion, preferences between outcome-streams have a direct   7
meaning and preferences between outcomes are based on such preferences. In brief, our 
reason is that outcomes must occur over time in order to be experienced. 
  To formalize the situation, suppose that a time  0 τ >  in the planning period P and an 
outcome ο in the outcome set X are specified and that  , Cτ ο denotes the set of outcome-
streams of the form,  [0, ] (, ) τ ao , a in X.  Suppose, moreover, that a preference relation \ 
has been defined on a set C of outcome-streams. We make the following assumption. 
 
Assumption 1.  The set C includes the set  , Cτ ο for a specified time  0 τ >  and a specified 
outcome ο, and a preference relation  X \  is defined on the outcome set  X  by: 
 
   X ab \   if and only if   [0, ] [0, ] (, ) (, ) ττ aobo \ .  
 
  The integral-value models include conditions on preferences which imply that the 
preference relation  X \  does not depend on the choice of τ and ο. In the models with 
[0, ) P =∞ , we regard ο as a ‘null outcome’ and we define the set C in terms of ο. 
 
Modeling assumptions on \X .  The models in this paper include three assumptions on 
the preference relation  X \ . First, we assume that  X \  is non-trivial, that is, there exist 
outcomes , j j x x′  in  j X  that are not indifferent according to  X \ . The purpose of this 
assumption is to avoid discussing an uninteresting special case. The assumption implies 
that at least one of the sets  j X  is non-point (i.e., it contains more than one number). 
  Second, we assume that  X \  is weakly increasing in each component variable. For an 
index 1, , j N =… , suppose that  j x  denotes a combination of amounts of the variables  k x , 
k j ≠ , and  (,) j j x xx =  denotes an outcome where  j x  and the amounts  k x ,  k j ≠ , are 
suitably arranged. In this notation, the condition states that for each  1, , j N =…  and any 
(,) j j x xx =  and  (, ) j j x xx ′ ′ =  in  X :  j j x x′ ≥  implies  X x x′ \ . Typically, the condition 
can be satisfied by a suitable choice of the component variables. 
  The third assumption seems the most important. For our method of proof to succeed, 
we need a guarantee that the range of any continuous outcome scale  () vx is an interval. 
The additive-value model of Debreu (1960) is similar in this regard. It needs a guarantee 
that each function  () ii vx in an additive value function  1 1 (, , ) () n
ni i i Vx x vx = ∑ …=  has an   8
interval range. Debreu assumes that the domain  i D  on which a function  () ii vx is defined 
is topologically connected. This condition is stronger than is needed; a set is topologically 
connected if and only if every continuous function defined on it has an interval range. 
 Harvey  (2006)  introduces  a  weaker condition and shows that it suffices for Debreu’s 
additive-value model. As a general definition, he calls a set S  with a preference relation 
\ preferentially connected provided that S  cannot be divided into two non-empty sets 
A and B  such that each is open as a subset of S  and ab    for any elements a in  A 
and b  in B . He shows that a pair (, ) S \  is preferentially connected if and only if any 
continuous function defined on S  that is a value function for \ has an interval range. 
  As a basis for the models in this paper, we use an additive-value model in which each 
set  i D  is a common outcome set  X . Both here and in the rest the paper, the method of 
proof is the same whether  X  is assumed to be topologically connected or is assumed to 
be preferentially connected. Hence, we assume only preferential connectedness. 
  Whereas topological connectedness of an outcome set requires that every component 
variable is a continuous variable, preferential connectedness permits some of the variables 
to be categorical. Because of its special structure, an outcome set  X  is preferentially 
connected if and only if the subsets of  X  defined by fixing the values of the categorical 
variables can be ordered such that any two adjacent subsets contain indifferent outcomes 
(Harvey, 2006). 
  The above three assumptions can be combined into the following statement. 
 
Assumption 2.  The preference relation  X \  defined on an outcome set  X  is non-trivial 
and is weakly increasing in each component variable, and  X  is preferentially connected. 
 
Definition 1.  A pair ( , ) C \  will be called an outcome-stream space and the related pair 
(, ) X X \  will be called an outcome space provided that Assumptions 1, 2 are satisfied. 
 
    3.  Conditions on preferences 
 
  This section presents conditions on preferences in an outcome-stream space (, ) C \ . 
It also presents several implications of the conditions for the outcome space (, ) X X \ .   9
  In contrast with Assumptions 1, 2, the conditions (A)-(E) below are ‘if and only if’ 
requirements in each integral-value model, that is, the conditions (A)-(E) both imply and 
are implied by the existence of an integral value function that has the stated properties. 
  Assumptions 1, 2 correspond to the assumption in Harvey (1998a,b) that the outcome 
set  X  is a non-point interval in which greater amounts are preferred, and conditions (A)-
(E) correspond to conditions with the same labels in those papers. 
 
(A)  \ concurs with  X \  on C :  For any  , x y in C ,  
 (a)    If () () X tt xy \  almost everywhere (a.e.) for  in tP , then x y \ . 
 (b)    If ( ) ( ) X tt xy \  a.e. in P  and  ( ) ( ) X tt xy    on a non-point interval, then  . xy    
 
(B)  \ is transitive on C :  For any  ,, x y z in C , if x y \  and y z \ , then xz \ . 
  \ is complete on C :  For any  , x y in C , either x y \  or y x \ . 
 
(C)  \ is continuous on C  with respect to  T S :  For any x in C  and any w  in  T SC ∩ , 
  (a)  If wx ≺ , then there exists a  0 δ >  such that  ( , ) ∆ <δ zw  implies that zx ≺  for any 
z  in  T SC ∩ . 
 (b)    If  wx   , then there exists a  0 δ >  such that  (, ) ∆ <δ zw  implies that zx    for any 
z  in  T SC ∩ . 
 
(D)  \ is tradeoffs independent on C :  Suppose that  , ‹› ab  is a bounded interval in P  
and that the following outcome-streams are in C . Then,  ,, (, ) (, ) ‹› ‹› ab ab xxxy \  
implies that  ,, (, ) (, ) ‹› ‹› ab ab zxzy \ . 
 
  Condition (D) states that if two outcome-streams are equal during an interval ‹,› αβ 
(so that a comparison depends on outcomes at other times), then the common outcome-
stream in ‹,› αβ can be changed to another common outcome-stream in ‹,› αβ without 
changing the comparison. Condition (D) can also be interpreted as stating that tradeoffs 
(see below) at times not in ‹ , › αβ do not depend on the outcome-stream in ‹ , › αβ. 
  Conditions analogous to (D) play an essential role in additive-value models: e.g., 
Debreu (1960) and Gorman (1968). Such conditions usually are called ‘preferential   10
independence.’ However, we prefer the term tradeoffs independence to emphasize the 
interpretation of (D) in terms of tradeoffs between outcomes at different times. 
  Two outcome pairs  , ab  and  , cd  will be called tradeoffs pairs with respect to a pair 
of intervals ‹,› αβ  and ‹,› γδ in P  provided that ‹,› α β , ‹,› γδ are bounded and disjoint 
and  ‹,› ‹,› (,, αβ γδ ad o ) is indifferent to  ‹,› ‹,› ,, ) αβ γδ bc o ( . An outcome  ˆ a will be called a 
tradeoffs midvalue of an outcome pair  , aa  on an interval ‹,› α β  provided that there exist 
an interval ‹,› γδ and an outcome pair  , cd  such that  ˆ , aa  and  , cd  are tradeoffs pairs 
and  ˆ, aa  and  , cd  are tradeoffs pairs with respect to the intervals ‹,› α β  and ‹,› γδ. 
  Condition (E) below is a requirement on preferences between outcome-streams of the 
form  ‹,› ‹,› (,, αβ γδ ab o ). Thus, we use it only for sets C  that include any such outcome-
stream. A variety of analogous conditions for vectors and discrete-time consequences are 
described in Fishburn (1970), Krantz et al. (1972, page 305), and Harvey (1986, 1995). 
 
(E)  \ is midvalue independent on C :  For any bounded intervals ‹,› α β , ‹,› ′′ αβ in P, 
if an outcome pair a, a  has tradeoffs midvalues both on ‹,› α β  and on ‹,› ′′ αβ, then the 
outcome pair a, a  has the same tradeoffs midvalues on ‹,› α β  and ‹,› ′ ′ α β . 
 
  We present below several implications of conditions (A)-(C) for an outcome space 
(, ) X X \ . To do so, we need the following definitions. For two outcomes  , xy ,  xy ≥  
will state that  j j x y ≥  for  1, , . j N =…  A preference relation  X \  will be called weakly 
increasing provided that  xy ≥  implies  X xy \ , and a real-valued function  () vx defined 
on  X  will be called weakly increasing provided that xy ≥  implies  () () vx vy ≥ . Hence, 
any weakly increasing preference relation  X \  or function  ( ) vx is weakly increasing in 
each component variable. Finally, a preference relation  X \  will be called continuous 
provided that for any outcomes x w    there exists a  0 δ >  such that for any outcome  z :  
|| zw −< δ  implies  zx ≺ , and | | zx − <δ implies zw   . 
 
Lemma 1.  Suppose that an outcome-stream space (, ) C \  satisfies condition (B). Then: 
  (i)  The preference relation  X \  is transitive, complete, and weakly increasing. 
  (ii)  The outcome set  X  contains outcomes  , xy  such that  X xy   .   11
  (iii)  Any outcome scale for the outcome space (, ) X X \  is weakly increasing and has 
a non-point range, and any continuous outcome scale for (, ) X X \  has an interval range. 
  (iv)  If the space (, ) C \  satisfies condition (C), then the preference relation  X \  is 
continuous and there exists a continuous outcome scale for (, ) X X \ . 
  (v)  If the space (, ) C \  satisfies condition (A), then the preference relation  X \  does 
not depend on the choice of τ and ο, that is, for any time  0 ′ τ >  and for any outcomes 
′ ο  and  , ab , if the outcome-streams below are in C , then:  
 
   [0, ] [0, ] (, ) (, ) ττ ao bo \   if and only if   [0, ] [0, ] (, ) (, ) ′′ ττ ′ ′ ao bo \ . 
 
    4.  Models for a bounded planning period 
 
  This section presents two integral-value models for outcome-streams defined on a 
bounded planning period  [0, ] PT = . First, we present a model for step outcome-streams 
on [0, ] T , and then we extend this result to present a model for a set of outcome-streams 
on [0, ] T  whose component-streams are Riemann integrable functions on [0, ] T . 
 
Step outcome-streams. As defined in Section 2, a step outcome-stream on [0, ] T  (i.e., an 
outcome-stream x in  ) T S  has the form,  () () tx i = x  for t in  1 ‹, › ii aa − ,  1, , im =… , where 
01 1 :‹ , ›, ,‹ , › mm p aa a a − …  is a partition of the interval [0, ] T . Such an outcome-stream is 
piecewise constant with a finite number of values. 
 
Theorem 1.  An outcome-stream space (,) T S \ ,  0 T > , satisfies conditions (A)-(E) if 
and only if it has a value function of the form 
 
  0 () ( )(( ) ) ,   i n    T
T Va t v t d t S ∫ = xx x  (1) 
 
such that the Lebesgue integral (1) exists for any x in  T S  and: 
  (a)  The function  () vx defined on the outcome set  X  is continuous, weakly increasing, 
has a non-point interval range, and is an outcome scale for the outcome space (, ) X X \ . 
  (b)  The function  () at defined on the planning period  [0, ] PT =  is non-negative and 
Lebesgue integrable.   12
  (c)  The function  0 () () t A ta s d s ∫ =  defined on [0, ] T  is strictly increasing, absolutely 
continuous, and has the value  (0) 0 A = . 
  (d)  The function  () V x  is continuous on  T S , that is, for any x in  T S  and any  0 ε>  
there exists a  0 δ>  such that  (, ) ∆< δ zx  implies |( ) ( ) | VV − <ε zx for any z  in  T S . 
 Moreover,  the  function  () vx is unique up to a positive affine transformation, and the 
function  () A t  is unique up to a positive multiple. 
 
 The  function  ( ) at can be interpreted as a discounting function, and the indefinite 
integral  () A t  is then a cumulative discounting function. The fact that  () at is not required 
to be Riemann integrable is of practical importance since a Riemann integrable function 
must be bounded. In particular, the model allows a discounting function to be unbounded 
near the present,  0 t = . The most common such discounting functions are the so-called 
power discounting functions. They correspond to the functions  ( ) k A tt =  where the 
parameter  k  is in the range 0 1 k << . Then,  1 () k at kt − =  for  0 t > , and thus  () at is 
unbounded near  0 t = . These discounting functions are used in descriptive models of 
choice behavior (e.g., Ainslie, 1992) and in prescriptive models of quality-adjusted life 
years (QALYs) (e.g., Pliskin et al., 1980). 
  The properties (a)-(c) of the functions  () vx,  () at, and  () A t  do not imply the joint-
continuity property (d) of the function  () V x . For a counterexample, see Harvey (1998b). 
 Since  an  outcome-stream  x in  T S  is in a set  p S , i.e., x is a step outcome-stream 
with respect to some partition  p , the integral  () V x  in (1) reduces to a finite sum 
 
  1 1 () ( ) ( ) ( ) ,   i n    () m
p ii i i VA a A a v x S − = ∑ =− xx .  (1 ) ′  
 
It follows that  () V x  has the same value for any partition  p  with x in  p S . 
  While a sum  () V x  has a finite number of terms, the number of terms varies from one 
step outcome-stream to another. Indeed, there is no upper bound on the number of terms 
in a sum. Hence, the model here is not a finite additive-value model. 
  Our method of proof proceeds in a direction opposite to the above derivation of (1 ) ′  
from (1). First, we construct an additive-value model with a value function (1 ) ′  for a set   13
p S ; next we extend this result to construct a model for the union  T S  of the sets  p S ; and 
then we show that the value function (1 ) ′  can be written as a Lebesgue integral (1). 
 
Riemann outcome-streams. A real-valued function  () f t  defined on an interval [0, ] T            
is said to be Riemann integrable provided that, roughly speaking, any sequence of sums 
1 1 () ( ) m
iii i ft a a − = ∑ −  based on partitions of [0, ] T  converges to the same amount as the 
maximum lengths of the intervals  1 ‹, › ii aa −  tend to zero. A function  () f t  on [0, ] T  is 
Riemann integrable if and only if it is bounded and is continuous almost everywhere. 
  Here, we define a family of outcome-streams  1 (, , ) N = … xx x on [0, ] T  by requiring 
that each component-stream  j x  in x is Riemann integrable and has bounds that are in the 
component set  j X . Since each  j x  is continuous at a time t if and only if x is continuous 
at  t, and each  () j jj x tx ≤ ≤ x  if and only if  11 ( , ,) ( ) ( , ,) NN x xx t x xx = …≤≤ = … x , 
we can define the family by requiring properties of the outcome-stream x itself. 
 
Definition 2.  An outcome-stream x defined on  [0, ] PT =  will be called a Riemann 
outcome-stream on [0, ] T  provided that: 
 (i)    x is continuous almost everywhere on [0, ] T . 
  (ii)  There exist outcomes  , x x  such that  () x tx ≤ ≤ x  for any t in [0, ] T . 
  The set of Riemann outcome-streams on [0, ] T  will be denoted by  T R . 
 
 Any  outcome-stream  on  [0, ] T  that is piecewise continuous (e.g., a step outcome-
stream or a continuous outcome-stream) satisfies (i), (ii) above and thus is a Riemann 
outcome-stream on [0, ] T . Hence, the set  T R  of Riemann outcome-streams on [0, ] T  
seems to be sufficiently inclusive for typical applications. 
 
Theorem 2.  An outcome-stream space (, ) T R \ ,  0 T > , satisfies conditions (A), (B) on 
the set  T R , satisfies condition (C) on the pair of sets  , T R   , T S  and satisfies conditions 
(D), (E) on the set  T S  if and only if it has a value function of the form 
 
  0 () ( )(( ) ) ,   i n    T
T Va t v t d tR ∫ = xx x  (2) 
   14
such that the Lebesgue integral (2) exists for any x in  T R  and the functions  ( ) vx, ( ) at, 
0 () () t A ta s d s ∫ = , and  () V x  have the properties (a)-(d) in Theorem 1. 
 Moreover,  the  function  () vx is unique up to a positive affine transformation, and the 
function  () A t  is unique up to a positive multiple. 
 
  A real-valued function  () f t  defined on [0, ] T  is Riemann integrable if and only if it 
is Darboux integrable, that is, there exists monotone sequences  ()
1 {} n
n s ∞
= ,  ()
1 {} n
n s ∞
=  of 
step functions such that  () () () nn sf ts ≤≤,  t in [0, ] T , and the distances  () () || nn s s ∫ −  
tend to zero as n tends to infinity. The proof of Theorem 2 uses this equivalence. We 









= s  of step outcome-streams such that  () () () () () nn tt t ≤≤ sx s ,  t in [0, ] T , and 
the distances  () () (, ) nn ∆ ss tend to zero as n tends to infinity, and we use this ‘squeeze 
property’ of Riemann outcome-streams to extend the integral-value model in Theorem 1 
for step outcome-streams to an integral-value model for Riemann outcome-streams. 
 
  5.  Models for an unbounded planning period 
 
  This section presents two models for outcome-streams defined on the planning period 
[0, ) P =∞ . Like Theorems 1, 2, the first model is a steppingstone to the second model. 
  In the second model, the set of outcome-streams that are comparable (i.e., the set on 
which the preference relation is complete) is specified in terms of the preference relation. 
In this sense among others, the model differs from all previous continuous-time models 
and from most previous discrete-time models. See Section 6 for details. 
  The discrete-time models in Harvey (1986, 1995)—and models in Wakker (1993) for 
discrete probability distributions—do assume completeness of a preference relation on a 
set that depends on the relation. Harvey argues that this comparability dependence permits 
an arbitrary sequence of discount weights, and Wakker argues that it is the crucial change 
in the axioms of Savage (1954) that permits an unbounded utility function. 
 
Finite outcome-streams.  Here, we present a model in which each outcome-stream equals 
the null outcome ο (see Assumption 1) after a time that depends on the outcome-stream.   15
Definition 3.  An outcome-stream x on the planning period  [0, ) P = ∞  will be called a 
finite outcome-stream provided that there exists a horizon  0 T >  such that the restriction 
of x to [0, ] T  is a Riemann outcome-stream on [0, ] T  and  () t = ο x  for any tT > . 
  The set of finite outcome-streams will be denoted by  f R . 
 
 An  outcome-stream  x in a set  T R ,  0 T > , will be identified with the outcome-stream 
[0, ] (, T x (,) ) T ∞ o  in the set  f R . Thus,  f R  is the union of the sets  T R . And for TT ′ > , an 
outcome-stream x in  T R will be identified with the outcome-stream  [0, ] (, T x   (, ] ) TT ′ o  in 
the set  T R ′, and thus,  T R  is a subset of  T R ′. 
 
Theorem 3.  An outcome-stream space ( , ) f R \  satisfies conditions (A), (B) on each set 
T R ,  0 T > , satisfies condition (C) on each pair  T R ,  T S ,  0 T > , and satisfies conditions 
(D), (E) on each set  T S ,  0 T > , if and only if (, ) f R \  has a value function of the form 
 
   0 () l i m ( )(( ) ) ,   i n    T
f
T




xx x  (3) 
 
such that the improper Lebesgue integral  () V x  exists for any x in  f R  and: 
  (a)  The function  () vx defined on the set  X  is continuous, weakly increasing, has a 
non-point interval range, is an outcome scale for the space (, ) X X \ , and  () 0 v ο= . 
  (b)  The function  () at defined on the interval [0, ) ∞  is non-negative and is Lebesgue 
integrable on each interval [0, ] T ,  0 T > . 
  (c)  The function 0 () () t A ta s d s ∫ =  defined on the interval [0, ) ∞  is strictly increasing 
and is absolutely continuous on each interval [0, ] T ,  0 T > , and  (0) 0 A = . 
  (d)  For each  0 T > , the function  () V x  is continuous at each w  in  T S  in that for any 
0 ε>  there exists a  0 δ >  such that  (, ) ∆ <δ zw  implies |( ) () | VV − <ε zw for z  in  T S . 
  Moreover, each of the functions  ( ) vx and  ( ) A t  is unique up to a positive multiple. 
 
Comparable outcome-streams. The model in Theorem 3 can be extended to a model for 
a set of outcome-streams for which the improper integral (3) converges. We define a set 
of outcome-streams on [0, ) ∞ , and in terms of a preference relation on this set we define 
a smaller set and construct a model for the preference relation restricted to this smaller set. 
   16
Definition 4.  An outcome-stream x on [0, ) ∞  will be called a Riemann outcome-stream 
on [0, ) ∞  provided that for any horizon  0 T >  the restriction of x to [0, ] T  is in  T R . 
  The set of Riemann outcome-streams on [0, ) ∞  will be denoted by R∞. 
 
  Suppose that a preference relation \ is defined on a set R∞. We do not assume that 
\ is complete on R∞; instead, we will define a subset of R∞ in terms of \ and assume 
that \ is complete on the subset. Roughly speaking, the subset is to contain the outcome-
streams in R∞ that become arbitrarily unimportant in the sufficiently distant future. 
  To make this idea precise, consider tradeoffs between the immediate future period 
[0,1] and an unbounded future period (, ) t ∞ , 1 t ≥ . Then, for an outcome-stream x we 
can compare changes between two outcomes a and b  in the period [0,1] with changes 
between x and the null outcome-stream o  in the period (, ) t ∞ . 
 
Definition 5.  A Riemann outcome-stream x on [0, ) ∞  will be called comparable provided 
that for any outcomes  XX abc ≺≺ there exists a horizon  1 T ≥  such that for any tT ≥ : 
 
   ( [0,1] [0,1] , ) [0,1] (, ) (, , ) (, ) t ∞ aobo x co ≺≺ . 
 
  The set of comparable outcome-streams will be denoted by  c R . 
 
  First, we show two circumstances in which an outcome-stream on [0, ) ∞  satisfies the 
above condition of comparability. 
 
Lemma 2.  Suppose that the pair (, ) R∞ \  is an outcome-stream space. Then: 
  (a)  Any finite outcome-stream is comparable. 
  (b)  For any two outcome-streams  , x y in R∞, if x is comparable and there exists a 
horizon  0 U >  such that  () () tt = x y  for all tU > , then y is comparable. 
 
  Below, we present an integral-value model for an outcome-stream space (, ) c R \ . In 
this model, the improper integral (4) converges for any outcome-stream in the subset  c R  
of  R∞. One may ask whether, conversely, any outcome-stream in R∞ such that the 
integral (4) converges is in the subset  c R . This statement is true if and only if \ satisfies 
an additional condition; see Harvey (1998b).   17
Theorem 4.  An outcome-stream space (, ) R∞ \  satisfies conditions (A), (B), and (D)              
on the set  c R , satisfies condition (C) on each pair of sets  T R ,  T S , 0 T > , and satisfies 
condition (E) on each set  T S ,  0 T > , if and only if the outcome-stream space (, ) c R \  
has a value function of the form 
 
  0 () l i m ( )(( ) ) ,   i n T
c T
Va t v t d t R
→∞∫ = xx x  (4) 
 
such that the improper Lebesgue integral  () V x  exists for any x in  c R  and the functions 
() vx,  () at, () A t , and  () V x  have the properties (a)-(d) in Theorem 3. 
  Moreover, each of the functions  () vx and  () A t  is unique up to a positive multiple. 
 
  6.  Relationships with previous research 
 
  It is surprising that the models developed here were not developed long ago—at least 
for the case of a single outcome variable—and many readers may assume that they have 
been. In reflecting on our work, we cannot avoid the thought that one reason for this lack 
of prior research may be the difficulty of the proofs. We were unable to derive the models 
as corollaries of known mathematical results, and we leave it as an open question whether 
such an approach is possible. 
  However, a variety of continuous-time models have been developed, and thus we need 
to explain how they differ from those in this paper. For completeness, we also mention a 
few discrete-time models. Loewenstein (1992) provides a broader history of discounting. 
  Samuelson (1937) defined a continuous-time model in which the outcomes are rates 
x of a person’s consumption, the outcome-streams are consumption streams  () x t = x  
defined on an interval P, and preferences between the outcome-streams are represented 
by an integral,  () (( ) ) rt
P Ve v t d t −
∫ = xx , where  0 r >  is an instantaneous discount rate 
and v(x) is the cardinal utility of a rate x of consumption. 
  Samuelson’s model is not a measurement theory model, that is, he did not deduce his 
integral value function from a list of conditions on preferences. Samuelson’s purpose for 
the model was to infer a person’s cardinal utility function for consumption rates from the 
person’s choices of optimal outcome-streams.   18
  A variety of measurement-theory models with discrete time have been developed. 
Williams and Nassar (1966) developed a model in which the outcomes are net gains and 
the outcome-streams are cash flows  0 (, , ) m x x = … x  for a fixed m . They establish that 
preferences satisfy certain conditions if and only if they are represented by a function of 
the form,  0 () m
tt t Va x = ∑ = x . This model does not allow a nonlinear utility function v(x). 
  Koopmans (1960, 1972), Koopmans et al. (1964), and Diamond (1965) developed 
models in which the outcomes are in a connected subset of a space  n R  and the outcome-
streams are sequences  01 (,, ) xx =… x  of outcomes at equally-spaced points of time, e.g., 
outcomes during annual periods. In each model, preferences satisfy certain conditions if 
and only if they are represented by a sum,  0 () ( 1 ) ( )
t
t t Vr v x
− ∞
= ∑ =+ x  where  0 r >  is an 
annual discount rate and v(x) is the cardinal utility of an outcome x. 
  In each of these discrete-time models, categorical variables are not allowed, and the 
set of comparable outcome-streams does not depend on the preference relation. The finite-
period model by Williams and Nassar allows non-constant discounting while the infinite-
period models allow a nonlinear utility function v(x). 
  Harvey (1986, 1995) developed discrete-time models in which the outcomes are in an 
interval, the outcome-streams are sequences of outcomes, and preferences are represented 
by a function of the form,  0 () ( ) tt t Va v x ∞
= ∑ = x . Here, the set of comparable outcome-
streams depends on the preference relation and non-constant discounting is allowed. 
  Two types of measurement-theory models with continuous-time have been developed. 
Grodal (2003, Section 12.3 and Note 12.5.1) presents models in which the outcomes are 
in a connected separable metric space  X , the outcome-streams are Lebesgue measurable 
functions defined on an interval P with values in  X , and preferences are represented by a 
function of the form,  ( ) () ( () ) () P Va t v t d t ∫ =µ xx  where µ is a measure on P. The models 
are based on a working paper by Grodal and Mertens (1968). 
  These models do not allow categorical outcome variables or a dependence of the set of 
comparable outcome-streams on the preference relation. In particular, constant outcome-
streams are assumed to be comparable. Thus, the models exclude non-discounting and 
certain types of so-called slow discounting (see, e.g., Harvey, 1986, 1995).   19
  Moreover, the models are incomplete in two ways. They establish that ‘if x is preferred 
to y then  () () VV > x y ,’ but they do not establish that ‘if  () () VV > x y  then x is preferred to 
y.’ Therefore, it could happen that  () () VV > x y  while x and y are indifferent. In this sense, 
V(x) only partially represents the preference relation. Second, the models establish that 
conditions on preferences imply that the preferences are partially represented by a function 
V(x) as described, but they do not establish the converse implication. 
  Weibull (1985) developed a second type of continuous-time model. In this model, the 
outcomes are real numbers and the set of outcome-streams is a convex cone C in a space 
1() L µ  of measurable functions. By means of the Riesz Representation Theorem for affine 
functionals on  1() L µ , he shows that preferences satisfy certain conditions if and only if 
they are represented by a function of the form,  ( ) () () () P Va t t d t ∫ = µ xx . 
  Weibull’s model differs from those in this paper in five respects. First, it allows only 
a single continuous outcome variable. Second, the set C of outcome-streams does not 
depend on the preference relation. The set C may be too small for many applications since 
any consequence in C has a finite non-discounted value,  () () P td t ∫ µ x . Hence, outcome-
streams that are constant on an unbounded planning period are excluded. By contrast, the 
approach in this paper allows outcome-streams that lack finite non-discounted values.  
 Third,  the  set  C of outcomes will be unbounded above whenever the outcome variable 
has positive values and unbounded below whenever it has negative values. By contrast, 
the approach in this paper allows component sets to be bounded or semi-bounded intervals 
or even finite sets. Such component sets may be needed in a variety of applications. 
  The fourth difference is that as in the Williams and Nassar model, a nonlinear utility 
function  v(x) is not allowed. Thus, the model excludes issues of preferences such as 
decreasing marginal utility and intertemporal equity. 
  Fifth, the set C consists of Lebesgue integrable functions rather than Riemann out-
come-streams (whose component functions are therefore continuous almost everywhere). 
It seems likely that in any application the outcome-streams will be continuous almost 
everywhere. And in such an application, assumptions on preferences would be far more 
difficult to envision for Lebesgue outcome-streams than for Riemann outcome-streams.   20
   Appendix:  Proofs of Results 
 
Proof of Lemma 1.  By Assumption 1, the one-to-one correspondence between outcomes 
a and outcome-streams  [0, ] (, ) τ ao  defines the preference relation  X \  in terms of the 
preference relation \ in the subspace  , (, ) Cτο \  of the outcome-stream space (, ) C \ . 
  To show parts (i), (ii), first observe that condition (B) implies that  X \  is transitive 
and complete. To show that  X \  is weakly increasing, consider two outcomes x y ≥ . For 
each  0, , kN =… , define  () k x  as the vector with the components  for 0, , j yj k =… and 
 for  1, , . j x jk N =+…  Then,  (0) x x = ,  () N x y = , and each vector  () k x  is in the product 
set  X . For each  1, , kN =… , the outcomes  (1 ) k x − ,  () k x  can differ only in their k-th 
components and  (1 ) ( ) kk x x − ≥ . Hence, Assumption 2 implies that  (1 ) ( ) kk
X x x − \  for 
each  k , and thus  X x y \  by transitivity. Assumption 2 also states that not all outcomes 
are indifferent. Since  X \  is complete, it follows that there exist outcomes  X x y   . 
  To show part (iii), suppose that  () vx is an outcome scale for (, ) X X \ . Then,  x y ≥  
implies that  X x y \  by part (i) which implies that  () () vx vy ≥ . Thus,  () vx is weakly 
increasing. By Assumption 2, there exist outcomes  , x y with  X x y   . Thus,  () () vx vy >  
which implies that the outcome scale  () vx has a non-point range. And since (, ) X X \  is 
preferentially connected by Assumption 2, a result in Harvey (2006) implies that any 
continuous outcome scale has an interval range. 
  For part (iv), suppose that the space (, ) C \  satisfies condition (C). Then, the prefer-
ence relation  X \  is continuous since  [0, ] [0, ] (( , ),( , )) | | ab ττ ∆ =τ − ao bo  for  , ab  in  X , 
and thus a result in Debreu (1954, 1964) implies that  X \  has a continuous outcome scale 
(since the set  X  with the metric of Euclidean distance is a separable metric space). 
  Part (v) is implied by the following more detailed result. 
 
Lemma A1.  If an outcome-stream space (, ) C \  satisfies conditions (A), (B), then: 
  (i)  The comparison of outcome-streams in C  that are constant on an interval does not 
depend on the common outcome-stream at other times, that is, for any interval ‹,› αβ, any 
outcomes  , ab , and any outcome-streams  , ′ yy: 
 
   ‹,› ‹,› (, ) (, ) αβ αβ ayby \   if and only if   ‹,› ‹,› (, ) (, ) αβ αβ ′ ′ ay by \ .   21
 
  (ii)  The comparison of outcome-streams in C that are constant on a non-point interval 
does not depend on the common interval, that is, for any non-point intervals ‹ , › αβ and 
‹,› ′′ αβ, any outcomes  , ab , and any outcome-stream y: 
 
   ‹,› ‹,› (, ) (, ) αβ αβ ayby \   if and only if   ‹,› ‹,› (, ) (, ) ′′ ′′ αβ αβ ay by \ . 
 
Proof.  For both parts, we show that  X ab \  if and only if  ‹,› ‹,› (, ) (, ) αβ αβ ayby \  for 
any outcomes  , ab , any non-point interval ‹,› α β , and any outcome-stream y in the set 
C. First, assume that  X ab \ . Then,  ‹,› (, ) ( ) X t αβ ay \   ‹,› (, ) ( ) t αβ by for any t in the 
planning period P . Hence, condition (A) implies that  ‹,› ‹,› (, ) (, ) αβ αβ ayby \ . Next, 
assume that  X ab \  is false. Then,  X ba    since  X \  is complete by Lemma 1(i). Thus, 
‹,› (, ) ( ) X t αβ by \ ‹,› (, ) ( ) t αβ ay  for any t and  ‹,› ‹,› (, ) ( ) (, ) ( ) X tt αβ αβ by ay    for t in 
the non-point interval ‹,› αβ. Hence,  ‹,› ‹,› (, ) (, ) αβ αβ byay    by condition (A), and thus 
‹,› ‹,› (, ) (, ) αβ αβ ayby \  is false. 
 Since  \ is transitive, the above result implies (i) and (ii) for any non-point interval 
‹,› αβ. If ‹ , › αβ is a point interval, then  ‹,› ‹,› (, ) ( ) (, ) ( ) tt αβ αβ ay by ∼  a.e. which implies 
‹,› ‹,› (, ) (, ) αβ αβ ay by ∼  by condition (A). 
 
Lemma A2.  If an outcome-stream space (,) T S \  satisfies conditions (A)-(B), then: 
  (i)  For any point interval  1 ‹, › ii aa −  in [0, ] T  and any  , xy  in  T S : if  () () tt = x y  for t 
not in  1 ‹, › ii aa − , then x y ∼ . (In this sense, any point interval is ‘inessential.’) 
  (ii)  For any non-point interval  1 ‹, › ii aa −  in [0, ] T , there exist  , x y in  T S  such that 
() () tt = xy  for t not in  1 ‹, › ii aa −  but xy ∼  is false. (In this sense, any non-point interval 
is ‘essential.’) 
 
Proof. For part (i), consider two outcome-streams  , x y as described. Then,  () () tt = x y  
a.e., and thus  () () X tt xy ∼  a.e. which implies that x y ∼  by condition (A). 
  For part (ii), note that since  X \  is non-trivial and complete, there exist outcomes a, b 
such that  X ab   . Then, condition (A) implies that  ‹,› ‹,› (, ) (, ) αβ αβ ao bo   . 
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Lemma A3.  If an outcome-stream space (,) T S \  satisfies conditions (A)-(C), then for 
any non-point, disjoint intervals ‹,› α β ,  ‹,› ′ ′ α β  in [0, ] T  and any outcomes  , ab  such 
that  X ab ≺ , there exist outcomes a+, b− such that:  X aa + ≺ ,  X bb − ≺ , and 
 
   , ,, ,, , ( , ,) ( , ,) ( , ,) ‹›‹ › ‹›‹ › ‹›‹ ›
+−
αβ ′′ ′′ ′′ αβ α β αβ α β αβ aa o ab o bb o ≺≺. 
 
Proof.  We show the existence of an outcome a+ as described. The arguments for the 
existence of b− are similar and thus can be omitted. 
 Define  {i n : } X A xX x a − = ≺ ,  0 {i n : } X A xX x a = ∼ , and  {i n : } X A xX x a + =   . 
These sets are pairwise disjoint, and since  X \  is complete their union is  X . Moreover, 
the sets  0 A  and  A+ are nonempty. We will use the assumption that  X  is preferentially 
connected to show that there exist an  0 a  in  0 A  that is in the closure of  A+. 
 The  set  A+ is open since  X \  is continuous. Since  X  is preferentially connected, it 
follows that  A+ is not closed. However, the set  0 A A+ ∪  is closed (again since  X \  is 
continuous), and thus the closure of  A+  is a subset of  0 A A+ ∪ . Hence, there exists an 
outcome  0 a  in  0 A  that is in the closure of  A+. It follows that there exists a sequence 
1 {} nn a+∞
=  of outcomes in  A+ such that  0 || n aa + −  tends to zero as n tends to infinity. 
 Condition  (A)  implies  ‹,› 0
,, ,, , ( , ,) ( , ,) ( , ,) ‹› ‹ › ‹› ‹ › ‹› αβ ′′ ′′ ′′ αβ α β αβ α β αβ aa o aa o ab o ≺ ∼  
since  0
XX aa b ≺ ∼ . Thus, condition (C) implies that there exists a  0 δ >  such that for 
any  a+:   ‹,› ‹,› 0
,, (, , ) , (, , ) ‹› ‹› () αβ αβ
+
′′ ′′ αβ αβ ∆< δ aa o aa o  implies  ‹,› , (, , ) ‹› αβ
+
′′ αβ aa o ≺ 
,, (, , ) ‹›‹ › ′′ αβ α β ab o . By the above result,  1 0 || ( ) aa + − − <δ β−α  for some a+ in  A+, 
and it follows that  ‹,› ‹,› 00
,, (, , ) , (, , ) ( ) | | ‹› ‹› () aa αβ αβ
++
′′ ′′ αβ αβ ∆ = β−α − <δ aa o aa o . 
 
 Suppose  that  1 :‹ , ›, 1, , , ii p aai m − = …  and  1 :‹ , ›, 1, , , jj qb b j n − = …  denote two 
partitions of a planning period  [0, ] T . Since the intersections  11 ‹, › ‹, › ii jj aa bb −− ∩  are 
pairwise disjoint, they form another partition of [0, ] T . We will refer to this partition as 
the conjunction of p and q, and we will denote it by pq. The sets  p S  and  q S  are subsets 
of  pq S  since, for example, an outcome-stream that is in  p S  is constant on each interval 
1 ‹, › ii aa −  and thus is constant on each interval  11 ‹, › ‹, › ii jj aa bb −− ∩ . 
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Lemma A4.  Suppose that an outcome-stream space (,) T S \  satisfies conditions (A)-
(E). Suppose, moreover, that a partition  1 :‹ , ›, 1, , , ii p aai m − = …  of [0, ] T  contains at 
least three non-point intervals. Then, the subspace ( , ) p S \  has a value function of the 
form 
 
  , 1 () (( ) ) , i n m
pp ip p i v Va x i S = ∑ = xx  (A1) 
such that: 
  (a)  The function  ( ) p vx  defined on  X  is continuous, weakly increasing, and has a non-
point interval range. Moreover, it is an outcome scale for the outcome space  ) (, X X \ . 
 (b)    A  coefficient  , ip a  is positive if  1 ‹, › ii aa −  is a non-point interval and zero otherwise. 
  Moreover, the function  ( ) p vx  is unique up to a positive affine transformation and 
the coefficients  , ip a  are unique up to a common positive multiple. 
 
Proof.  Assume that (,) T S \  satisfies conditions (A)-(E). The set  p S  of outcome-streams 
x of the form  () () tx i = x  for t in  1 ‹, › ii aa − , corresponds to the set  m X XX =× … × of 
outcome-vectors  (( 1 ) , , ( ) ) m x xm =… x . Thus,  \ induces a preference relation  m \  on 
m X , and the space (,) mm X \  can be identified with the space (, ) p S \ . We will define 
the distance between two outcome-vectors  , mm x y  in  m X  as the distance  (, ) ∆= x y  
1() | ( ) ( ) | m
ii i aax iy i = ∑ −− between the corresponding outcome-streams  , x y in  p S . 
  Lemma A2 implies that an i-th component set in  m X  is essential if it corresponds to 
a non-point interval  1 ‹, › ii aa −  in the partition  p  and is inessential if it corresponds to a 
point interval  1 ‹, › ii aa −  in  p . Thus,  m X  has at least three essential component sets. 
  Lemmas A1, A2 imply that the preference relation  m \  induces a preference relation 
on each essential component set that coincides with  X \  and induces a preference relation 
on each inessential component set that regards any outcomes as indifferent. Condition (B) 
implies that  m \  is transitive and complete, condition (C) implies that  m \  is continuous, 
and condition (D) implies that  m \  is tradeoffs independent. 
  The outcome space  ) (, X X \  is preferentially connected. Hence, the extension of 
Debreu’s additive-value model in Harvey (2006) implies that (,) mm X \  has an additive 
value function,  () ( ( ) ) mm
M ii i Va v x i ∈ ∑ = x , where M  denotes the set of indices of the   24
essential component sets. Here, each component function  () i vx  is a continuous value 
function for  ) (, X X \ , and each coefficient  i a  is positive. Lemma 1 implies that each 
function  () i vx  is weakly increasing and has a non-point interval range. Moreover, the 
functions  () i vx , i in M , are unique up to a common positive linear transformation and 
the coefficients  i a , i in M , are unique up to a positive multiple. 
  Condition (E) implies that  m \  satisfies the condition of ‘equal tradeoffs midvalues’ 
defined in Harvey (1986). By use of an argument there, the functions  () i vx  can be chosen 
as a common function, which we will denote by  () vx. Thus, the space (,) mm X \  has a 
value function of the form,  () ( ( ) ) mm
M i i Va v x i ∈ ∑ = x . By defining  0 i a =  for each 
inessential component set, it follows that the space (, ) p S \  has a value function of the 
form,  , 1 () (( ) ) m
p ip p i v Va x i = ∑ = x , where the function  ( ) p vx  and the coefficients  , ip a  
have the properties (a), (b). In particular, each coefficient for an inessential component 
set must be zero since the function  () p vx  is not constant, and thus the coefficients  , ip a  
as described in (b) are unique up to a positive multiple. 
 
Proof of Theorem 1.  A partition with at least three non-point intervals will be called 
proper. The conjunction  pq of a proper partition  p  and any partition q is proper. Thus, 
the set  T S  is the union of the sets  p S  such that  p  is a proper partition. 
  To show the forward implications, we normalize the value functions in Lemma A4 
and paste together the normalized functions to construct a value function of the form (1). 
  By Lemma 1, there exist outcomes  11
X aa −   . Assume that for a proper partition  p , 
the outcome scale  () p vx  and the coefficients  , ip a  in a value function  ( ) p V x  in Lemma 
A4 are normalized such that  1 ()1 p va − = − ,  1 ()1 p va= , and  , 1 1 m
ip i a = ∑ = . The resulting 
scale  () p vx , coefficients  , ip a , and function  , 1 () (( ) ) m
pi p p i Va v x i = ∑ = x  are unique. 
  For two proper partitions  , p q , suppose that  , 11 () (( ,) ) mn
pq ij pq pq ij Va v x i j == ∑∑ = x  is 
the normalized value function for the conjunction  pq. Then,  () pq V x  is a value function 
for the subset  p S  of  pq S , and  , 11 () ( ) (( ) ) mn
pq ij pq pq j i Va v x i == ∑∑ = x  for x in  p S . Since 
1 ()1 pq va − =− ,  1 ()1 pq va = , and  , 11 () 1 mn
ij pq ij a == ∑∑ = ,  () pq V x  is normalized as a value   25
function for  p S . Thus,  () () pq p vxv x =  for  x in  X  and  ,, 1
n
ij pq i p j aa = ∑ =  for  1, , im =…  
by uniqueness. The same arguments apply for  ( ) pq V x  restricted to the subset  q S  of  pq S . 
  We will show that the normalized function  () p vx  and the normalized coefficients 
, ip a  associated with a proper partition  p  do not depend on  p . First, note that for any 
two proper partitions  p  and q:  () () () pp qq vx v x vx == ,  x in  X . We will denote the 
common function by  () vx. 
  Next, we show that a normalized coefficient  , ip a  associated with a proper partition 
p  is a function,  ,1 (, ) ip i i af a a − = , of the endpoints  1 i a − ,  i a  of the interval  1 ‹, › ii aa − . 
For suppose that  p  is a proper partition with an interval  1 ‹, › hh aa −  and q is a proper 
partition with an interval  1 ‹, › kk bb −  such that  11 hk ab − − = ,  hk ab = . Then, the interval 
11 ‹, › ‹, › hh kk aa bb −− ∩  in the conjunction  pq also has these endpoints. Therefore, the 
intervals  11 ‹, › ‹, › ii kk aa bb −− ∩ ,  i  ≠  h, and  11 ‹, › ‹, › hh jj aa bb −− ∩ ,  j k ≠ , are point 
intervals,  and hence  , ik pq a = 0 for i  ≠  h and  , hj pq a = 0 for j k ≠ . It follows that 
,, , 1
m
hk pq ik pq k q i aa a = ∑ ==  and  ,, , 1
n
hk pq hj pq h p j aa a = ∑ == , and thus  ,, kq hp aa = . 
 Suppose  that  p  is a proper partition with adjacent intervals  1 ‹, › hh aa − ,  1 ‹, › hh aa +  
and  q is a proper partition with an interval  1 ‹, › kk bb −  =  11 ‹, › ‹ ,› hh h h aa a a − + ∪ . For 
1 hh ′ =+ :  ,, , 1
n
h p hj pq hk pq j aa a = ∑ == ,  ,, , 1
n
h p h j pq h k pq j aa a ′′ ′ = ∑ == , and 
,, 1
m
kq i kp q i aa = ∑ ==   ,, hk pq h k pq aa ′ +  Thus,  ,, , kq hp h p aaa ′ = + . It follows that 
11 1 (,)(, ) hh hh fa a fa a −+ − =+   1 (, ) hh fa a+ , and thus  (,) (,) (,) f ac f ab f bc = +  for any 
abc ≤≤ in the interval [0, ] T . 
  To solve this functional equation, define  () ( 0 ,) A t f t = . Then,  (,) () () f bc Ac Ab =− 
and  (0) (0,0) (0) (0) 0 Af AA == − = . See, e.g., Aczél (1966, pp. 223-224) for references. 
  The value function  , 1 () (( ) ) m
pi p p i Va v x i = ∑ = x  for a set  p S  can now be written as: 
 
   1 1 () ( ) ( ) (( ) ) , i n () m
pi i p i VA a A a v x i S − = ∑ =− xx , 
 
where the functions  () A t  and  () vx are independent of the proper partition  p . 
 If  an  outcome-stream  x is in the sets  p S ,  q S  for different proper partitions  , p q , 
then x is in  pq S  and  () p V = x   () () pq q VV = xx . Thus, for any x in  T S , the amount  () V x    26
in (2) is well-defined as the common amount  () p V x  for any proper partition  p  such that 
x is in  p S . 
 The  function  () V x  is a value function for the space (,) T S \ . For consider any x,  y 
in  T S . Then, x is in  p S  and y is in  q S  for some proper partitions p and q. Hence, x 
and y are both in  pq S , and thus  ( ) ( ) pq VV = xx  a n d   () () pq VV = yy . Therefore, x y \  if 
and only if  () () pq pq VV ≥ xy  if and only if  () () VV ≥ x y . 
 The  normalizations,  , 1 1 m
ip i a = ∑ = , imply that  () 1 AT = . Hence,  () () Vv a = a  for any 
outcome a. Moreover, an amount  () V x  is a weighted average of amounts  (( ) ) vxi . Thus, 
the range of the function  () V x  equals the non-point interval range of the function  () vx. 
 The  normalization,  1 ()1 va ± =± , of the function  () vx implies that the common range 
of the functions  () vx and  () V x  includes the interval [1 , 1 ] − . Thus, for any  11 r −≤ ≤ 
there exists an outcome  r a  such that  ( ) r va r =  and  ( ) r Vr = a . 
  Next, we show that the functions  ( ), ( ), ( ) vx At Vx , have properties (a)-(c). Lemma A4 
implies that  () vx has the properties in (a) since  ( ) ( ) p vx v x =  for any proper partition  p . 
 The  function  () A t  is strictly increasing on [0, ] T  since by Lemma A4 any coefficient 
, ip a  for a nonpoint interval is positive. Moreover,  (0) 0 A =  as shown above. 
 To  show  that  () A t  is absolutely continuous on [0, ] T  it suffices to show that for any 
01 <ε<  there is a  0 δ >  such that   1 1() n
ii i aa − = ∑ − <δ implies  1 1 () ( ) () n
ii i Aa Aa− = ∑ −<  
ε for any pairwise disjoint intervals  1 (, ) , ii aa −   1, , in = … , in the interval [0, ] T . Here, 
the union of the intervals  1 (, ) ii aa −  can be any subset of [0, ] T . 
 For  intervals  1 (, ) ii aa −  as described, define a step outcome-stream z  by  1 () ta = z  if 
t is in the union of the intervals  1 (, ) ii aa −  and  0 () ta = z  otherwise. Then,  0 (, ) ∆= za  
10
1 1() || n
ii i aa aa − = ∑ −−  and  1 1 () ( ) ( ) () n
ii i VA a A a − = ∑ =− z . 
  Consider an outcome-stream  ε a , 01 < ε< . Then,  0 ε aa ≺ . Condition (C) implies that 
there exists a  0 δ>  such that  0 (, ) ∆< δ za  implies  ε za ≺  for any z  in  T S . Define 
10 1 || . aa − ′ δ= δ −  Then,  1 1() n
ii i aa − = ∑ ′ − <δ implies  0 (, ) ∆ <δ za  implies  ε za ≺  
implies ( ) ( ) VV ε < za  implies  1 1 () ( ) () n
ii i Aa Aa− = ∑ − <ε. 
  To show property (c), consider an x in  T S  and an  0 ε > . As the primary case, assume 
that there exist  , −+ xx  in  T S  with  ( ) ( ) ( ) VV V − + << xx x . Since the function  () V x  has   27
an interval range,  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) VV V V V − ε ε −ε< < < < +ε xx x x x  for some  −ε x ,  ε x  in 
T S . Thus, by condition (C) there exist  12 ,0 δ δ> such that  1 (, ) ∆ <δ zx  implies  −ε zx   , 
and  2 (, ) ∆< δ zx  implies  ε zx ≺ . Define  12 min , {} δ =δ δ . Then,  (, ) ∆ <δ zx  implies 
− ε ε xz x ≺≺  implies  () () () VV V −ε< < +ε xz x . 
  As a second case, assume that  () () VV ≤ zx  for any z  in  T S . Then, there exists an 
−ε x  in  T S  s u c h  t h a t   () ( ) () VV V −ε −ε< < xx x . Thus, by condition (C) there exists a 
0 δ>  such that  (, ) ∆< δ zx  implies  −ε zx    for  z  in  T S . Thus,  (, ) ∆ <δ zx  implies 
() ( ) VV −ε > zx  implies  () () () VV V −ε< ≤ xz x . The arguments are similar and thus can 
be omitted for the remaining case that  () () VV ≥ zx  for any z  in  T S . 
  For the converse part of the proof, assume that an outcome-stream space (,) T S \  has 
a value function  () V x  of the form (1) with properties (a)-(c). Then, it is straightforward 
to show that (,) T S \  satisfies conditions (A), (B), (D), and (E). 
  To show that (,) T S \  satisfies the continuity condition (C), consider any  , xy  in  T S  
with xy ≺  and thus  () () VV < x y . Define  () () 0 VV ε =−> yx . By property (c), there is a 
0 δ>  such that  (, ) ∆< δ zx  implies |( ) ( ) | VV − <ε zx for z  in  T S . Thus,  (, ) ∆< δ zx  
implies  () () VV < z y  which implies zy ≺ . By a similar argument, there is a  0 δ>  such 
that  (, ) ∆< δ zy  implies zx   . Hence, condition (C) is satisfied. 
  It remains to show the uniqueness properties of the functions  () vxand  () A t . Suppose 
that  1 1 () ( ) ( ) (( ) ) () m
ii i VA a A a v x i − = ∑ =− x  and  1 1
ˆˆ ˆ ˆ () ( ) ( ) (( ) ) () m
ii i VA a A a v x i − = ∑ =− x  are 
value functions for (,) T S \  with the properties (a)-(d). Then, for any proper partition  p , 
() V x  and  ˆ() V x  are value functions for the subset  p S  of  T S . Lemma A4 implies that 
11 ˆ() () pp vx vx =α +β ,  x in  X , where  1 0 p α > . Since  () vx has a non-point range,  11 , pp αβ  
are independent of  p , and thus  ˆ() vx is a positive linear transformation of  () vx. 
  Lemma A4 also implies that  11 2
ˆˆ () ( ) () ( ) () p
ii ii Aa Aa Aa Aa −− −= α− ,  1, , im =… , 
where  2 0 p α>. By adding these equations, it follows that  2
ˆ() () p A TA T =α , and thus  2
p α  
is independent of  p . Hence,  110 2 10 2 1 ˆˆˆ () () () () () ( ) () A aA aA a A aA a A a =−= α − α =  
where  2 α  is the common value of  2
p α . But  1 a  can be any time in [0, ] T , and thus  ˆ() A t  
is a positive multiple of ( ) A t .   28
 Conversely,  if  1 1 () ( ) ( ) (( ) ) () m
ii i VA a A a v x i − = ∑ =− x  is a value function for (,) T S \  
and  ˆ() V = x 1 1
ˆˆ ˆ () ( ) ( ( ) ) () m
ii i A aA a v x i − = ∑ −  where  11 ˆ() () vx vx = α+ β  and  2 ˆ() () A tA t =α , 
12 ,0 αα>, then  12 1 1 ˆˆ () () () VV A T =α α +αβ xx  and thus  ˆ() V x  is also a value function. 
 
Lemma A5.  An outcome-stream x is a Riemann outcome-stream on [0, ] T  if and only if 








= x  of step outcome-streams such that: 
 
  (1) (2) (2) (1) () () () () () tt t t t ≤≤ … ≤ ≤ … ≤≤ xx x xx  
 
for t in [0, ] T , and  lim
n→∞
() () (, ) 0 nn ∆= xx . 
 
Proof.  For the forward implication, assume that x is a Riemann outcome-stream on [0, ] T . 
Then, each component-stream  j x  is continuous a.e. and  () j jj x tx ≤ ≤ x  for t in [0, ] T . 
  Choose a nested sequence of partitions  ()
1 {} n
n p ∞
=  so that  () ()
1 lim max( ) 0 nn
i i i n
aa − →∞
−= . 








= x  of step functions by: 
() () ()
1 () i n f{ (): , } ‹› nn n
j ji i tt t a a − =∈ xx  and  () () s u p { (): n
j j tt = xx () ()
1,} ‹› nn
i i taa − ∈  for t in 
the subinterval  () ()
1, ‹› nn
i i aa −  in the partition  () n p . Since a component set  j X  is finite or 
an interval, and  () j jj x tx ≤ ≤ x , the ‘inf’ and ‘sup’ values of the step functions  () () n
j t x , 
() () n
j t x , are in  j X . Hence, the values of the corresponding vector-valued functions  () n x , 
() n x  are in the outcome set  X , and thus  () n x  and  () n x  are step outcome-streams. 












=  of partitions is nested. Moreover,  lim
n→∞
() () () 0 nn
jj ∫ − = xx  for  1, , j N =…  
since a real-valued function is continuous a.e. and bounded if and only if it is so-called 
Darboux integrable. Hence,  lim
n→∞
() () (, ) 0 nn ∆ = xx  since  1 (,) | | j j
m
i= ∑ ∫ ∆≤ − xy x y . 
  The proof of the converse implication is essentially the above arguments in reverse. 
 
Lemma A6.  Suppose that a function  () at on [0, ] T  is non-negative, Lebesgue integrable, 
and its indefinite integral  0 () () t A ta s d s ∫ =  is strictly increasing, and that a function  () vx 
on  X  is continuous and weakly increasing. Then, for any  , x y in  T R : 
  (a)  The function  (() ) vt x  is Riemann integrable on [0, ] T  and the function  () (() ) atv t x  
is Lebesgue integrable on [0, ] T .   29








= x  of step outcome-streams as described 
in Lemma A5,   lim
n→∞
()
0 ()( () ) n T atv t d t ∫ x  =  lim
n→∞
()
0 ()( () ) n T atv t d t ∫ x  =  0 ()( () ) T atv t d t ∫ x . 
 (c)    If (() ) (() ) vt vt ≤ xy  a.e. on [0, ] T , then exactly one of the following cases is true: 
 (i) ( ( )) ( ( )) vt vt = xy  a.e. on [0, ] T , and  00 ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) TT a t v t dt a t v t dt ∫∫ = xy . 
 (ii) ( ( )) ( ( )) vt vt < xy  on a non-point interval, and  0 ()( () ) T atv t d t ∫ < x 0 ()( () ) T atv t d t ∫ y . 
 
Proof.  For (a), consider an outcome-stream x in  T R . Then, x is continuous a.e. and there 
are outcomes  x,  x  such that  () x tx ≤≤ x  for t in [0, ] T . Hence, the composite function 
(() ) vt x  is continuous a.e. (since the function  () vx is continuous) and is bounded by  () vx 
and  () vx (since  () vx is weakly increasing). Thus,  (() ) vt x  is Riemann integrable. But 
() at is Lebesgue integrable, and thus the product  () (() ) atv t x  is Lebesgue integrable. 
  For (b), define  () () () () () () nnn
jj j f ttt =− xx , t in [0, ] T , for each  1, , j N = … . Then, the 
functions  () () n
j f t  are non-negative step functions and  (1) (2) () () jj ftft ≥≥ … , t in [0, ] T . 
 The  sequence ()
1 {( ) } n
n j ft ∞
=  converges for t in [0, ] T . Define  () j f t = lim
n→∞
() () n
j f t . 
Then,  () j f t  is Lebesgue integrable and  0 () T
j f td t ∫  = lim
n→∞
()
0 () n T
j f td t ∫  by the Monotone 
Convergence Theorem. But  lim
n→∞
()
0 () 0 n T
j f td t ∫ =  since  lim
n→∞
() () (, ) 0 nn ∆ = xx . Hence, 
0 () T
j f td t ∫ = 0. 
 To  show  that () 0 j ft =  a.e. on [0, ] T , define  { [0, ]: ( ) 0} j Et T f t = ∈>  and  m E = 
{[ 0 , ] : ( ) 1 / } j tT f tm ∈> , 1, 2, m =… . Then,  1 mm E E ∞
= =∪ . If the measure  ( ) E λ  of the 
union  E  is positive, then the measure  () m E λ  of  m E  is positive for some  1, 2, m =…  . 
But  () m E λ > 0 implies that  0 () ( 1 / ) ( ) 0 T
j m ft d t m E ∫ ≥λ >  which is a contradiction. 
 Thus,  lim
n→∞
() () n
j t = x lim
n→∞
() () n
j t = x lim
n→∞
() () n
j t x  for all  1, , j N = …  a.e. Since  ( ) vx 
is continuous, it follows that  lim
n→∞
() (( ) ) n vt = x lim
n→∞
() (( ) ) n vt = x lim
n→∞
() (( ) ) n vt x  a.e. . 
Thus,  lim
n→∞
() () ( () ) n atv t = x lim
n→∞
() () ( () ) n atv t = x lim
n→∞
() () ( () ) n atv t x  a.e. . 
 Since  ()
1 {( )( ( ) ) } n
n atv t ∞
= x  is a weakly decreasing sequence of Lebesgue integrable 
functions, the Monotone Convergence Theorem implies that  lim
n→∞
()
0 () ( () ) n T atv t d t ∫ = x  
0 ()( () ) T atv t d t ∫ x . And by a similar argument,  lim
n→∞
()
00 () ( () ) ()( () ) n T T atv t d t atv t d t ∫∫ = xx . 
  For (c), assume that  ( ( )) ( ( )) vt vt ≤ xy  a.e.  Then,  00 ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) TT atv t d t atv t d t ∫∫ ≤ xy  
since  () atis non-negative. But  00 ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) TT a t v t dt a t v t dt ∫∫ = xy  if  ( ( )) ( ( )) vt vt = xy  a.e.. 
Suppose  (() ) (() ) vt vt < xy  on a set E  of positive measure. Since x,y are continuous a.e.,   30
they are continuous at a time  0 t  in E . Define  00 ( ( )) ( ( )) 0 vt vt ε =−> yx. There exists a 
non-point interval  , ‹› α β  with  (( ) ) (( ) ) / 2 vt vt − >ε yx  on  , ‹› α β . Thus,  (() ) (() ) vt vt < xy  
on  , ‹› αβ, and  00 ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) TT atv t d t atv t d t ∫∫ − yx (() () )/ 2 0 AA ≥β − α ε > . 
 
Proof of Theorem 2.  For the forward part of the proof, assume that an outcome-stream 
space ( , ) T R \  satisfies the stated conditions. Then, \ restricted to the set  T S  satisfies 
the conditions in Theorem 1. Thus, there exist functions  () vx,  () at,  () A t ,  () V x  with the 
properties (a)-(d) in Theorem 1 such that  () V x  is a value function for the space (,) T S \ . 
Moreover, the function  () vx is unique up to a positive linear transformation, and the 
function  () A t  is unique up to a positive multiple. 
  By Lemma A6(a), the function  () (() ) atv t x  is Lebesgue integrable for any x in the set 
T R  and thus  0 () ()(() ) T Va t v t d t ∫ = xx  is well-defined on  . T R  Our task is to show that  () V x  
is a value function for the space (, ) T R \ . To do so, we establish the following properties. 
 
  (i)  For any x in  T R  and any  0 ε > , there exists a w  in  T S  such that wx ∼  and 
|() ( ) | VV −< ε wx. 
 
Proof:  Consider x in  T R  and  0 ε> . By Lemmas A5, A6, there exist x,  x in  T S  such 
that: (1)   () () () ttt ≤≤ xxx , t in [0, ] T , and (2)  |( ) ( ) | VV − <ε xx and |( ) ( ) | VV −< ε xx. 
  The inequalities (1) imply  () () () XX ttt xxx [ [  and  ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) vt vt vt ≤ ≤ xxx  for t 
in [0, ] T  by Lemma 1. Hence, xxx [ [  by condition (A), and  () () () VVV ≤≤ xxx  by 
Lemma A6(c). If xx ∼  or xx ∼ , then by the inequalities (2) we are through. 
  Assume the remaining case that xx ≺  and xx ≺ . Then, xx ≺ , and thus  () () tt ≠ xx  
on a non-point interval  1, ‹› ii aa − . Hence,  (, ) 0 ∆ > xx . 
 Define  (1 ) λ =λ + −λ xx x  for 01 ≤ λ≤ . Then, (1) implies  () () () tt t λ ≤ ≤ xx x ,  t in 
[0, ] T , and thus  () ( ) () VV V λ ≤≤ xx x  by Lemma A6. Hence, |( ) ( ) | VV λ − <ε xx  by (2). 
  One can check that  () () µλ −= µ − λ− xx x x  for  , λ µ in [0,1] and thus  (,) λµ ∆= xx  
11 11 ( )| () ()| ( )| || () ()| mm
ii ii ii aa x i x i aa x i x i λµ == ∑∑ −− −− = − λ − µ − = || ( , ) λ−µ ∆ xx. 
 Define  {[ 0 , 1 ] : } L λ =λ ∈ xx ≺  and  {[ 0 , 1 ] : } U λ = λ∈ xx   . Then, L and U  are 
disjoint, 0 is in L, and 1 is in U . Moreover, the sets L and U  are open relative to [0,1]. 
For consider, e.g., an λ in L. Then,  λ xx ≺ , and thus by condition (C), there is a  0 δ>    31
such that  (,) µλ ∆< δ xx  implies  µ xx ≺ . Hence,  1 || ( , ) − µ−λ <∆ δ xx  implies that µ is 
in  L. Since [0,1] is connected, there exists a ν in [0,1] that is not in L or U , and thus 
v xx ∼  by the completeness of \. 
 
 (ii)    () () VV < x y  implies xy ≺  for any  , x y in  T R . 
 
Proof.  Consider  , x y in  T R  with  () () VV < x y . Define  1
2 /( () () ) VV ε =− yx . By (i), 
there exist  , wz  in  T S  with wx ∼ ,  zy ∼ , | ( ) ( )| VV − <ε wx, and | ( ) ( )| VV −< ε zy. 
Hence,  () ( ) VV < wz , and thus wz ≺  since the function  () V x  represents (,) T S \ . 
Therefore, xy ≺  by the transitivity of \. 
 
 (iii)    () () VV = x y  implies x y ∼  for any  , x y  in  T R . 
 
Proof.  Consider  , x y in  T R  with  () () VV = x y . By property (i) there exist  , wz  in  T S  
such that wx ∼  and zy ∼ . Then,  ( ) ( ) VV = wx  and  ( ) ( ) VV = zy  since otherwise, e.g., 
() ( ) VV < wx  which implies wx ≺  by (ii). Thus,  () ( ) VV = wz . Since the function  () V x  
represents (,) T S \ , this equality implies that wz ∼ . Therefore, x y ∼  by transitivity. 
 
  Properties (ii), (iii) imply that  () V x  is a value function for (, ) T R \ . For x y \  implies 
not  xy ≺  which implies  () () VV ≥ x y  by (ii), and  () () VV ≥ x y  implies  () () VV > x y  or 
() () VV = x y  which implies xy    or x y ∼  by (ii) and (iii) which implies x y \ . 
  For the converse part of the proof, assume that a function  () V x  of the form (2) is 
well-defined and is a value function for an outcome-stream space (, ) T R \ , and that the 
functions  () vx,  () at,  () A t , and  () V x  satisfy the properties (a)-(d). Then, \ satisfies 
condition (B) on  T R  since  () V x  is a value function, and \ satisfies conditions (D) and 
(E) on the set  T S  by Theorem 1. 
 To  show  that  \ satisfies condition (A) on  T R , assume that  () () X tt xy \  a.e. . Then, 
(() ) (() ) vt vt ≥ xy  a.e. by property (a). Hence,  () () VV ≥ x y  by Lemma A6(c), and thus 
x y \ . If also  () () X tt xy    a.e. on a non-point interval  , ‹› α β , then  (() ) (() ) vt vt > xy  on 
, ‹› αβ. Hence,  () () VV > x y  by Lemma A6(c), and thus xy   . 
 To  show  that  \ satisfies condition (C) on the pair of sets  T R ,  T S , consider any x in 
T R  and w  in  T S  such that wx ≺ . Then,  () ( ) VV < wx . Define  () ( ) 0 VV ε =− > xw . By 
property (c) in Theorem 1, there exists a  0 δ >  such that for any z  in  T S   (, ) ∆< δ zw    32
implies | ( ) ( )| VV −< ε zw. But | ( ) ( )| VV − <ε zw implies  ( ) ( ) VV < zx  implies zx ≺ . 
The argument when wx    is similar, and thus condition (C) is satisfied. 
  To prove the uniqueness properties of the functions  () vx and  () A t , consider two 
functions  () V = x 0 ()( () ) T atv t d t ∫ x ,  ˆ() V = x 0 ˆˆ ()( () ) T atv t d t ∫ x , and the associated functions, 
0 () () t A ta s d s ∫ = ,  0
ˆ ˆ () () t A ta s d s ∫ = . Assume that  () V x  and  ˆ() V x  are value functions for 
the space ( , ) T R \  and that they satisfy the properties (a)-(d). Then, by Theorem 1 the 
function  ˆ() vx is a positive linear transformation of the function  () vx and the function 
ˆ() A t  is a positive multiple of  () A t . It is straightforward to verify that, conversely, if 
() V x  is a value function for (, ) T R \ ,  ˆ() vx is a positive linear transformation of  () vx, 
and  ˆ() A t  is a positive multiple of  () A t , then  ˆ() V x  is a value function for (, ) T R \ . 
 
Proof of Theorem 3.  Since  T R  is a subset of  T R ′ for TT ′ > ,  f R  is the union of the sets 
T R , TU ≥ , for any horizon U <∞. For our purposes, we choose  1 U = . 
  First, we show the forward implications. Lemma 1 implies that there exists an outcome 
X x+ ο    or an outcome  X x− ο ≺ . The arguments are the same in both cases, so it suffices 
to assume that there is an outcome  X x+ ο   . 
  The assumptions in Theorem 3 imply those in Theorem 2 for any horizon  0 T > . And 
Theorem 2 implies in particular that for any  1 T ≥  there exist a value function  () T V x  as 
described for the space (, ) T R \ . Moreover, we can assume that the associated functions 
() T vx ,  () T A t  are normalized such that  () 0 T v ο = ,  () 1 T vx + = ,  (0) 0 T A = ,  (1) 1 T A = , 
and thus  () T vx  and  () T A t  are unique. Then, for any  1 TT ′>≥ , both  () T V x  and  () T V ′ x  
are normalized value functions for (, ) T R \ , and thus  () () TT vx v x ′ =  for x in  X  and 
() () TT A tA t ′ =  for 0 tT ≤≤ . 
  Hence, the following functions are well-defined: the function  () vx,  x in  X , defined 
by  () () T vx v x =  for  x in  X , and the function  () A t ,  0 t ≤ <∞, defined by  () () T A tA t =  
for 0 . tT ≤≤  We define a function  () , at  0 t ≤ <∞, by  () () at At ′ =  if the derivative  () A t ′  
exists and  () 0 at =  otherwise. Hence,  () () () T at At a t ′ = =  a.e. for 0, tT ≤≤  and thus 
() T V x = 0 () ( () ) T
TT at v td t ∫ x = 0 () ( () ) T atv t d t ∫ x  for x in  T R . Finally, we define a function   33
() V x ,  x in  f R , by  () () T VV = xx  for x in  T R . Since  ( ) 0 v ο = , this definition implies 
that,  () V x =  lim
T→∞
() T V x  = lim
T→∞ 0 () ( () ) T atv t d t ∫ x , for any x in  f R . 
  Theorem 2 implies that  () V x  is a value function for (, ) T R \  for any  1 T ≥  and that 
the functions  () vx,  () A t ,  () at,  () V x  have properties (a)-(d). Moreover,  () V x  is a value 
function for ( , ) f R \ . For consider any  , x y in  f R . Then, x is in  T R  and y is in  T R ′ 
for some  ,1 TT ′≥ . Assume that TT ′ ≤ . Then, x and y are in  T R ′ and thus can be 
compared by the normalized function  () T V ′ x . Thus, x y \  if and only if  () () TT VV ′′ ≥ xy  
if and only if  () () VV ≥ x y  since  () () T VV ′ = xx  and  () () T VV ′ = yy . 
  To show the converse implications, assume that there exist functions  () , vx (), A t   () , at  
and  () V x  as described in Theorem 3. Then, Theorem 2 implies that for any  0 T >  the 
preference relation \ satisfies conditions (A)–(E) with regard to the sets  T R and  T S . 
  To show that each function A(t) and v(x) is unique up to a positive multiple, consider 
two value functions  ( ) V x  = lim
T→∞ 0 () ( () ) T atv t d t ∫ x  and  ˆ() V x  = lim
T→∞ 0 ˆˆ () ( () ) T atv t d t ∫ x  as 
described in Theorem 3. In particular,  ˆ () () 0 vv ο =ο = and  ˆ (0) (0) 0 AA = = . 
 For  any  0 T > , the functions  () V x ,  ˆ() V x  restricted to  T R  are  0 () ( )(( ) ) T Va t v t d t ∫ = xx  
and  ˆ() V x  =  0 ˆˆ () ( () ) T atv t d t ∫ x . Thus, Theorem 2 implies that there exist constants  0, T α>  
T β , and  0 T γ> such that  ˆ() () TT vx vx =α +β ,  x in  X , and  ˆ() () T A tA t =γ , 0 . tT ≤≤  
Then,  0 T β= since  ˆ () () 0 vv ο= ο= . Moreover,  T α  and  T γ  are independent of  0 T > . 
The reason is that for TT ′ ≤ :  ˆ () () () TT vx vx vx ′ α= = α,  x in  X  and  ˆ () () T A tA t γ= =  
() T A t ′ γ , 0 tT ≤≤ . Since  ()0 vx + ≠ ,  () 0 AT ≠ , it follows that  TT ′ α =α  and  TT ′ γ= γ. 
 
Proof of Lemma 2.  To show (a), consider an x in  f R . Then, there is a  1 T ≥  such that 
(, ) (, ) tt ∞∞ = xo  for tT ≥ . But  XX abc ≺≺ implies  [0,1] [0,1] [0,1] (, ) (, ) (, ) aoboco ≺≺ 
by the definition of  X \ , and thus x satisfies Definition 5. 
  For (b), consider two outcome-streams x,  y in R∞ such that y is in R\. If there 
exists a time  0 U >  such that  () () tt = x y  for any tU > , then  (, ) (, ) tt ∞ ∞ = xy  for tU ≥ , 
and thus y satisfies Definition 5 with the horizon T  replaced by the horizon max{ , } TU. 
 
Lemma A7.  Suppose that the preference relation \ in an outcome-stream space (, ) R∞ \  
satisfies conditions (B), (D) on the set R\ and satisfies conditions (A), (C) on each set   34
, T S  0 T > . Then, for any outcome-stream x in R\, any non-point, bounded interval 
, ‹› , αβ  and any outcomes  XX abc ≺≺, there exists a time T ≥β such that: 
   ( ,, ) ,, ( , )( , , )( , ) ‹› ‹› ‹› t αβ ∞ αβ αβ ao bo x co ≺≺ ,  tT ≥   
 
Proof.  It suffices to show that for any non-point, bounded, disjoint intervals ‹,› αβ, 
‹,› ′′ αβ, if an outcome-stream in R\ satisfies the comparability condition with respect  
to ‹,› ′′ αβ, then it satisfies the comparability condition with respect to ‹,› αβ. This result 
implies the lemma for the case that [0,1] and ‹,› α β  are not disjoint since we can intro-
duce a third interval that is disjoint from [0,1] and from ‹,› α β  and then use the result 
twice. We will consider only the left-hand strict preferences since the argument for the 
right-hand strict preferences is similar. 
 Consider  an  x in R\ that satisfies the comparability condition with respect to a non-
point, bounded interval ‹,› ′′ αβ; for example, for any outcomes  X bb − ≺  there exists a 
T ′ ≥β  such that: (i)  ( ,, ) , (, ) (, ,) ‹› ‹› t
−
′′ ′′ αβ ∞ αβ bo bo x ≺  for tT ≥ . Lemma 2 states that 
any outcome-stream in R∞ that is in  f R  or that equals x after a finite time is in R\. 
 Suppose  that  ‹,› αβ is a non-point, bounded interval that is disjoint from ‹,› ′′ αβ and 
that a is an outcome such that  X ab ≺ . Lemma A3 implies that there exists an outcome 
X bb − ≺  such that: (ii)  ,, ,, (, , ) (, , ) ‹› ‹ › ‹› ‹ ›
−
′′ ′′ αβ α β αβ α β ba o bb o ≺ . 
  By condition (D), (i) implies: (iii)  ( ,, ) ,, , (, , ) (, , ,) ‹› ‹› ‹ ›‹› t
−
′′ ′′ α β∞ αβ α β αβ bb o bb o x ≺ , 
max{ , } tT ≥β . Then, (ii) and (iii) imply  ,, ( ,) ,, (, , ) (, , , ) ‹› ‹ › ‹› ‹ › t ′′ αβ α β ′′ ∞ αβ α β ba o bb o x ≺  
by transitivity, and condition (D) implies  ,( ,) , (, ) (, , ) , ‹› ‹› t αβ ∞ αβ ao bo x ≺  max{ , }. tT ≥β  
 
Lemma A8.  Suppose that a non-negative function  () at on [0, ) ∞  is Lebesgue integrable 
on each interval [0, ] T ,  0 T > , and that the indefinite integral  0 () () t A ta s d s ∫ =  is strictly 
increasing on [0, ) ∞ . Suppose also that a function  ( ) vx defined on  X  is continuous and 
weakly increasing. Then, for any  , x y in R∞ and any  0 T > : 
  (a)  If   0 ()( () ) T atv t d t ∫ < x 0 ()( () ) T atv t d t ∫ y , then  ( ( )) ( ( )) vt vt < xy  on a non-point interval 
in [0, ] T . 
  (b)  If  ( ( )) ( ( )) vt vt < xy  on a set of positive measure in [0, ] T , then for any  0 ε>  there 
exists a non-point interval  , ‹› αβ in [0, ] T  and outcomes  , ab  such that:   35
 (i) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ( )) vt v av bvt ≤<≤ xy  for t in ‹ , › α β . 
 (ii)  0 ()() ()(() ) atvbd t atv t d t ββ
αα ∫∫ ≤− < ε x  and 0 ()(() ) ()() . atv t d t atvad t ββ
α α ∫∫ ≤ −< ε y  
Proof.  Assume that  0 ()( () ) T atv t d t ∫ < x 0 ()( () ) T atv t d t ∫ y . Then,  (() ) (() ) vt vt < xy  on a set 
E  in [0, ] T  of positive measure since otherwise  (() ) (() ) vt vt ≥ xy  a.e. in [0, ] T  which 
implies  00 ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ( )) TT atv t d t atv t d t ∫∫ ≥ xy  by Lemma A6. Since  , x y are continuous a.e., 
there is a  0 t  in E  such that the function  ( ( )) ( ( )) vt vt − yx  is continuous at  0 t . Thus, there 
is a non-point interval  , ‹› αβ in [0, ] T  such that  ( ( )) ( ( )) 0 vt vt − > yx for t in  , ‹› αβ. 
  For (b), assume that  (() ) (() ) vt vt < xy  on a set in [0, ] T  of positive measure. By a slight 
extension of the above argument, there is an amount  0 δ >  and a non-point interval  , ‹› αβ 
in [0, ] T  such that  ( ( )) ( ( )) vt vt −> δ yx for t in  , ‹› α β . Define  1 inf{ ( ( )): ‹ , ›} vv t t = ∈αβ x  
2 sup{ ( ( )): ‹ , ›} vv t t =∈ α β x ,  3 inf{ ( ( )): ‹ , ›} vv t t =∈ α β y , and  1 sup{ ( ( )): ‹ , ›} vv t t = ∈αβ y . 
Then,  1234 vv v v ≤<≤ where  32 vv −≥ δ . 
  The range of the function  ( ) vx is an interval I  by Lemma 1. The functions  ( ( )) vt x , 
(( ) ) vt y  restricted to [0, ] T  have bounds in I  since  , x y are in R∞ and the function  () vx 
is weakly increasing. Thus, the amounts  14 ,, vv …  are in I , and thus there are outcomes 
14 ,, aa …  in  X  such that  11 () vv a = , etc. Hence, part (i) is established. 
  For part (ii), we construct a subinterval  , ‹› γδ of  , ‹› α β  that is sufficiently small. But 
33 1 ()( ) ()( () ) () () ( ) ( ) () ( ) atva d t atv t d t A A va va δδ
γγ ∫∫ −≤ δ − γ − x  for any subinterval  , ‹› γδ, 
and a similar inequality is true for y. The function  () A t  is strictly increasing and 
continuous, and thus we can choose γ<δ such that the inequalities in (ii) are true. 
 
Proof of Theorem 4.  To show the forward implications, assume the stated conditions. 
Then, by Lemma 2,  f R  is a subset of R\, and thus the space (, ) f R \  satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 3. Hence, there exist functions  () vx,  () at,  () A t , and  () V x  (as in 
(3)) that have the properties (a)-(d) in Theorem 3 and such that  () V x  represents ( , ) f R \ . 
  To show that  () V x  converges for any x in R\, it suffices to show that for any  0 ε>  
there exists a  0 T >  such that  [0, ] [0, ] (( , )) (( , )) ts VV − <ε xo xo  for s,  tT ≥ . Then, also 
[0, ] [0, ] (( , )) (( , )) st VV −< ε xo xo for  , s tT ≥ . Hence,  [0, ] 1 (( , )) {} nn V ∞
= xo  is a Cauchy 
sequence and thus has a limit V . The inequalities then imply that  lim
t→∞ [0, ] (( , )) t VV = xo .   36
 For  x in R\ and  0 ε> , choose outcomes  XX abc ≺≺ with  (1) ( ) ( ) () Av c v a −< ε . 
By Lemma A7, there exists a time  1 T ≥  such that  [0,1] [0,1] ( , ) (, ) (, , ) s ∞ ao bo x ≺  and 
[0,1] ( , ) [0,1] (, , ) (, ) t ∞ bo x co ≺  for  , s tT ≥ . Therefore,  [0,1] (1, ] [0,1] (1, ) (, , ) (, ) s ∞ axo bx ≺  
and  [0,1] (1, ) [0,1] (1, ] (, ) (, , ) t ∞ bx cxo ≺  by condition (D). Thus, transitivity implies that 
[0,1] (1, ] [0,1] (1, ] ( , ,) ( , ,) st axo cx o ≺ . Hence,  [0,1] (1, ] [0,1] (1, ] (( , , )) (( , , )) st VV < axo cxo  
since the function  () V x  represents \ on  f R . Adding  [0,1] () V x  to both sides, we obtain, 
[0, ] [0, ] ( 1 )() ( ( ,) ) ( 1 )() ( ( ,) ) st Av aV Av cV +< + xo xo . Thus,  [0, ] [0, ] (( , )) (( , )) st VV −< xo xo  
(1) ( ) ( ) () Av c v a −< ε for any  , s tT ≥ . 
  Next, we show that  () V x  represents the space ( , ) R\ \ . First, suppose that an x in 
R\ is upper extremal in the sense that x y \  for any y in R\. Then,  () () VV ≥ x y  for 
any  y in R\. For assume that  () () VV > y x . Then,  [0, ] [0, ] (( , )) (( , )) TT VV > yo xo  for 
some T > 0, and thus  ( ( )) ( ( )) vt vt > yx  on a nonpoint interval  , ‹› α β  in [0, ] T  by Lemma 
A8. Hence,  () () X tt yx    for t in  , ‹› α β . But the outcome-stream  , (, ) ‹› αβ yx  is in R\ 
by Lemma 2, and  , (, ) ‹› αβ yx x    by condition (A). A similar argument can be given for 
the case in which an outcome-stream x in R\ is lower extremal. 
  Next, suppose that an x in R\ is non-extremal, i.e., there exist  , − + yy  in R\ such 
that  −+ yx y ≺≺ . In this case, we will show that for some  0 T >  there exists an outcome-
stream in  T S  that is indifferent to x. The argument is parallel to that in Theorem 3; in 
particular, the properties (i)–(iii) below correspond to (i)–(iii) in the proof of Theorem 3. 
  (i)  For any non-extremal outcome-stream x in R\ and any  0 ε > , there exist a time 
0 T >  and an outcome-stream w  in  T S  such that wx ∼  and |() ( ) | VV − <ε wx. 
  To prove (i), it suffices to show that for any  0 ε >  there exists a time  0 T >  and step 
outcome-streams  , −+ ww  in  T S  such that  − + wx w [[  and |( ) ( ) | VV − −< ε wx , 
|( ) ( ) | VV + −< ε wx . For we can then use the proof of (i) in Theorem 3 to obtain an 
outcome-stream of the form,  (1 ) , 0 1, +− =λ + −λ ≤λ≤ ww w  that satisfies (i). 
  To show the existence of a step outcome-stream  + w  as described, we will construct a 
sequence of the form:  x,  [0, ] (, ) T xo ,  [0, ] ‹ , › ‹ , › (, , ) T −αβ αβ xb o ,  + w . The arguments to 
show the existence of  − w  are similar. Assume that an amount  0 ε >  is given.   37
  For the first step, observe that since the integral  ( ) V x  converges there exists a time 
1 0 T >  such that  [0, ] |( ) ( ( ,) ) | / 3 t VV −< ε xx o  for any  1 tT ≥ . 
  For the second step, observe that since x is non-extremal there exists an outcome-
stream yx    in R\. Condition (A) implies that  () () X tt yx    on a set of positive measure. 
Thus, there is a time  2 0 T >  such that  ( ) ( ) X tt yx    on a set E of positive measure in the 
interval  2 [0, ] T . Thus,  ( ( )) ( ( )) vt vt > yx  on E. Then, Lemma A8b implies that there is a 
non-point interval  , ‹› α β  in  2 [0, ] T  and outcomes  , ab  such that: (1)  (( ) ) () () vt v av b ≤< x  
for t in  , ‹› αβ, and (2) 0 ()() ()(() ) / 3 atvbd t atv t d t ββ
αα ∫∫ ≤− < ε x . 
  The inequalities (1) imply by condition (A) that  , (, ) ‹› αβ xa x [ , and they imply by 
Lemma A7 that there exists a  3 T ≥β such that  ,( , ) , (, , ) (, ) ‹› ‹› t αβ αβ ∞ ao x bo ≺  for  3 tT ≥ . 
Condition (D) then implies that  ,[ 0 , ] , , (, ) ( , , ) ‹› ‹›‹› t αβ −αβ αβ ax x bo ≺  for  3 tT ≥ . Hence, 
[0, ] , , (, , ) ‹›‹› t −αβ αβ xx b o ≺  for  3 tT ≥  by transitivity. 
  Next, the inequalities (2) imply that  [0, ] , , [0, ] |( ( , , ) ) ( ( , ) ) | ‹›‹› tt VV −αβ αβ −= xb o x o  
| ()() ()(() ) | / 3 a t v b dt a t v t dt ββ
αα ∫∫ −< ε x  for  3 tT ≥ . 
  For the third step, define  123 max{ , , } TT T T = . By property (i) in the proof of 
Theorem 3, there exists a step outcome-stream  + w  in  T S  such that 
[0, ] , , (, , ) ‹›‹› t
+
−αβ αβ wx bo ∼  and  [0, ] , , |( ) ( ( , ,) ) | / 3 ‹›‹› t VV +
−αβ αβ − <ε wx b o . 
 To  conclude,  [0, ] , , (, , ) ‹›‹› t
+
−αβ αβ xx b ow ≺ ∼  implies  + xw ≺  by transitivity. And 
by adding the above three inequalities, it follows that |( ) ( ) | VV + − <ε wx . 
  The arguments for (ii) and (iii) below are the same as those for (ii), (iii) in Theorem 3. 
Moreover, the argument that (ii), (iii) suffice to show that  () V x  is a value function for the 
non-extremal outcome-streams in (, ) R\ \  is the same as in the proof of Theorem 3. 
 (ii)      () () VV < x y  implies xy ≺  for any non-extremal x, y in R\. 
 (iii)    () () VV = x y  implies x y ∼  for any non-extremal x, y in R\. 
  To show the converse implications, assume that (, ) R∞ \  is an outcome-stream space, 
that  () V x  is a function of the form (4) that is well-defined on the set R\and is a value 
function for the space ( , ) R\ \ , and that the functions  () at,  () A t ,  () vx, and  () V x  
satisfy the properties in (b). Then, it is straightforward to verify that \ satisfies the 
conditions (A), (B), and (D) on the set R\. By Theorem 3, \ satisfies condition (E) on   38
each set  T S , 0 T > , and one can use an argument similar to that in Theorem 3 to show 
that \ satisfies condition (C) on each pair of sets R\,  T S , 0 T > . 
  By Theorem 3, each of the functions  () A t ,  () vx is unique up to a positive multiple. 
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